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Introduction Albert Oehlen is not only one of the most infl uential but also one of the most controversial painters 

of our time. Born in 1954 in Krefeld, Germany, he has since the end of the 1970s been a key fi gure 

in the resurgent discussion about the contemporary relevance of painting. The artist has worked 

systematically to bring painting into confl ict on several fronts — with its own history, with its clichés 

and its missed opportunities, and also with the ubiquity of images from the worlds of advertising 

and pop. Painting may have been declared dead, but Oehlen attempts to give it back its freshness 

and complexity — not by sweeping under the carpet the attacks it has been subjected to and the 

controversies surrounding its tradition, but rather by making painting itself the live site where they 

unfold. His forays into pop culture and advertising, trash and computer aesthetics, as well as into 

political iconography are methodically brought into the overall context of a crafted and composed 

image. It is as if Oehlen were continually outwitting painting. Oehlen brings the medium’s internal 

and external enemies — from the avant-garde to new technologies — into his work, while fi nding 

devious ways to smuggle in tropes as beauty and virtuosity. 

The exhibition at mumok shows several groups of the artist’s works, beginning with early works 

from the 1980s such as the “Mirror Paintings,” collages, and paintings featuring mannequins, as 

well as two of the so-called “Tree Pictures.” Around 1990, a programmatic turn towards abstraction 

took place in Oehlen’s practice, evident in the artist’s “post-nonrepresentational” works and the 

“Computer Paintings.” On Level 3, works from the series “Gray Paintings” are on view, along with 

“Poster Paintings.” The most recent work in the show is presented on Level 4 — a large-format 

series made between 2010 and 2012, on view here for the fi rst time, in which Oehlen meshes 

together actionist painting and collaged elements. The presentation at mumok is intended to set 

up a confrontational relationship between various phases of the artist’s work. Series are mixed 

together and put in dialogue with one another in order to open new perspectives and enable 

comparisons between different strategies in what Oehlen calls a “confl ict of ideas.” 
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Painting played a leading role in the modern era, even as it was repeatedly criticized and attacked 

as a bourgeois form of art. In the face of various avant-garde tendencies such as Conceptual art, the 

Happening, or performance art, which set out to intervene directly in life, painting asserted itself again 

and again despite all the attacks upon it. Around 1980, when neo-Expressionist painting suddenly 

became popular in Europe, artists such as Albert Oehlen, Werner Büttner, and Martin Kippenberger were 

among those who engaged with painting yet still maintained a critical distance from it. They opposed 

the painting of the Neue Wilde (New Wild Ones) — and their uncritical stylistic pluralism — with works 

that were underpinned by a sharply confrontational attitude and a radical questioning of the medium of 

painting and its artistic and social possibilities. Among the strategies that connect these artists with other 

forms of the counterculture in the 1980s was the desire to make things “intentionally bad.” 

With the election of Helmut Kohl in Germany, Margaret Thatcher in the UK, and Ronald Reagan in the 

USA, politics had taken a conservative turn in the 1980s. Neoliberalism, consumerism, and a fi xation with 

making money found resonance even among the younger generation, displacing the utopias of 1968. 

Against this background, the punk scene made boredom and a categorical negation into the core values 

of a dissident youth culture that did not want to offer any productive alternatives to the fl exible idealism of 

the now-bourgeois 1968 generation. Aware of the social and aesthetic importance of such developments 

in subculture and pop, Oehlen and his circle paid close attention. With a deliberate dilettantism 

and lack of respect, their paintings — as well as their exhibitions and publications — took aim at the 

neoconservative piety about painting. At the same time their ongoing engagement with the medium was 

a rejection of the all-out attack on art by the avant-garde. These artists mishandle painting not in order to 

destroy it but to expose the problems that are inherent to it through its own historical development. 

In the early 1980s, Albert Oehlen began to systematize his relationship to painting as a medium. He drew 

connections between various lineages in the history of painting, for example Expressionism and Dadaism, 

and in series after series he analyzed the basic conditions of the medium: fl atness and the illusion of 

space, abstraction and fi guration, color and line, text and image.  

Works of the 1980s  

“If painting is a form of language, 

then there’s no need for another 

in which to explain it.”



Between 1982 and 1984, Oehlen created the “Mirror Paintings,” a series of works in earthy brown 

colors into which he inserted small mirrors. These paintings mostly depict rooms, showing views into 

the boxy corners of anonymous interiors. Markings that suggest perspectival guidelines crisscross the 

surface like spiders’ webs, meeting one another at illogical angles, and leading the gaze not into the 

depth of pictorial space but repeatedly back to the surface. The mirrors refl ect the viewers and thus 

bring them into the picture, making them part of the pictorial space. At the same time, the refl ections 

cause a reciprocal expansion of the painted scenes into the exhibition space. 

Ofen I (1982) (1) shows not a welcoming domestic interior but the corner of a stuffy room with a dirty 

oven, which has paint running down its side. Oehlen primarily uses brown and earthy hues, which are 

coarsely painted and smeared onto the canvas. As in most pictures from this series, the scene brings 

to mind a dark, abandoned closet — a dirty, bleak space pervaded by an oppressive tristesse. In these 

forlorn spaces, the past “lives on”: brown is not only dirt, fi lth, and excrement, but also German history. 

Oehlen’s brown spaces remind us that the sites of fi gurative painting always also harbor a dark history or 

something unspeakable that lives on in the present. With just a few strokes of his brush, Oehlen creates 

the sense of a space fraught with history, in which the cozy domesticity of a bourgeois interior can at 

any point turn deeply sinister. Viewers cannot but be part of these scenes through their refl ections — and 

thus the artist also makes them witnesses to the history to which he refers. 

The strategies by which Oehlen draws us in to such works are derived from the classical repertoire of 

artistic conventions. With partially exaggerated perspective, an opening may suggest a window — one 

of painting’s traditional subjects — but the way the artistic techniques are deployed is so aggressively 

wrong that no illusion of space is created. Set in a network of lines, the mirrors are seemingly far in 

front of the painted surface and the illusory space of the picture; they become references that trigger 

viewers to think of concepts of representation and theories of the image with ideas such as “the 

observer is present in the picture.” Oehlen makes deliberate use of such familiar axioms of art theory 

not in order to mock them but to signal a spatial disorientation, which can also be understood as a 

social phenomenon. 

“I only used mirrors in paintings 

where rooms are shown, 

so that the viewers can put 

themselves in this room. The 

rooms were chosen for their 

social signifi cance. There was 

a museum, an apartment, the 

Führer’s headquarters, and so 

on: on-site appointments in 

the paintings.”



In 1983, Oehlen produced a series of paintings frequently featuring objects such as circles and wheels, 

as well as the simplifi ed rendering of a human fi gure. This androgynous form, usually merely suggested 

with a few rough lines, brings to mind a mannequin. Embedded in spatial coordinates or fi elds of color, 

this fi gure appears in fragments, or emerges in a blur behind smears of color. The doll is a quotation 

from Surrealism, which considered it a psychoanalytic object imbued with existential meanings. As 

a standardized humanlike fi gure, in this context it became a symbol of the human being in industrial 

society, as well as a site of projection for sexual fantasies, fetishistic desires, and the contravention of 

social norms. In Oehlen’s paintings, he confronts this fi gure with another quotation from the history of 

modern art: the bicycle wheel, which Marcel Duchamp had mounted onto a stool in 1913 to create the 

fi rst readymade. In Hey Mercy (1983) (2), the doll and Duchamp’s wheel are brought together in a kind 

of Dadaistic interplay of different kinds of objects that Oehlen takes up almost in passing, as if they 

were any other example of a trivial, everyday culture. In the same way, the chessboard in Aromasucher 

(1983) (3) is a direct reference to Duchamp and thus to the notion of strategic thinking as a guiding 

artistic principle. Duchamp offi cially ended his artistic career in favor of chess — a move that Oehlen 

antagonistically takes up by bringing chess right back into painting. This leads to a collagelike, Dadaistic 

painting that uses references to art history as well as gestural painting to join together abstraction and 

fi guration. An allusion is made to such irreconcilable oppositions in the title of one of the paintings, 

Krefelder Appell (1983) (4). The eponymous petition was a call made by the peace movement in 1980 

for the West German government to disarm, rejecting a NATO resolution to position new medium-range 

nuclear missiles in Europe. Yet the title’s origin in real-world politics also makes it into an ironic “appeal” 

from the Krefeld-born artist to the lineage of critical art whose political engagement is merely an 

empty platitude.

The self-portrait is among the genres whose function in the value-system of the bourgeoisie seemed 

superseded at the end of the twentieth century. Oehlen, however, returns to it again and again, 

systematically building it into his revision of the history of painting. In Selbstporträt mit Pferd (1985) 

(5), the tender embrace of the animal’s head and the placement of the eyes right next to each other 

“My interest in Surrealism is 

an interest in methods. I’m 

not thinking about fantastic 

worlds: I’m thinking about 

approaching the process 

of painting from another 

side, just to play with the 

constraints of the method [...]”



come close to suggesting a desire for connection with the animal. The painter’s head is enveloped in 

coarsely applied yellow paint, like the light from a lamp, while he puts his unnaturally long arm around 

the horse’s oversize head. In combination with the clumsiness of the painting — its thick brushstrokes, 

palette of dirty colors, anatomical distortions, and shifts in scale — Oehlen conveys a sense of almost 

naive sincerity. The artist thus points to the ways in which painting can generate intensity and emotional 

effects: in Selbstporträt mit Pferd, they are a means to probe the boundary between authentic 

experience and hackneyed kitsch. 

In Auch Einer (1985) (6), Oehlen presents a hybrid of man and beast — an enormous stag’s head with 

the body of a man. Tellingly, he selected this work to be displayed as part of the stage set for Richard 

Wagner’s Tannhäuser in 1987. In Wagner’s opera, Tannhäuser is an outsider. Having been permitted 

to experience love in the heathen Venusberg, he stands in confl ict with social conventions whose 

tenets include the negation of lust, sensuality, and sexuality. In Oehlen’s painting, similar situations 

of oppositional confl ict are brought together: the animal, as representative of the other — the natural, 

irrational counterpart to the human being — is here forced into a suit, a metaphorical straitjacket of 

social convention. The stag’s head — usually the symbol of a powerful, proud nature — is painted with 

blotchy brushstrokes over a bright blue jacket and a white shirt. The animal’s mouth is open as if to 

scream, its antlers truncated and deformed. Boxed in to a rectangular canvas, the enormous hybrid 

being is an allegory of a creature under pressure — one which, like the young hero of Wagner’s opera, 

is railing against external restrictions. Pictures of stags were long an established part of German 

culture, with paintings of belling stags all too familiar as typical living-room décor. As the subject of an 

artwork, the stag is thus emblematic of the small-mindedness of Germany’s postwar bourgeoisie and 

a corny German jingoism. By making it part of the stage set for Tannhäuser, Oehlen’s painting not only 

expands the horizon of meaning of the opera, but shows that painting as a form of art is inherently 

problematic, burdened with political history and with the history of painting as a medium, as well as 

with what people are accustomed to seeing and what they expect as a result. 

“I wanted to make ‘Bad 

Painting,’ after all, and in part 

I also painted very quickly, but 

only because this produced 

mistakes that I could use to my 

advantage.” 



The self-portrait is also the focus of Oehlen’s sole installation piece to date, Untitled (2005) (7). Here, too, 

painting plays a key role: a picture is lying in bed, half under the covers. A bedside table, a chamber pot, 

highbrow bedside reading, and a few pictures on the wall round out the simple interior, which brings to 

mind a student’s bedsit. The likeness of the artist is produced by his “own” hand, which emerges from 

under the blanket. The artist is without a body, a picture that paints itself. Furthermore, that the picture 

is created in bed rather than in the studio allows it also to be understood as an allusion to the creativity 

that results from aimless thoughts, listening to music, and daydreaming — and a rejection of the socially 

established ideology of hard work. 

The ubiquitous images produced in the media — already addressed in the history of painting in Pop 

art — were taken up by Oehlen at the beginning of the 1980s in a series of small collages (8). Images 

and fragments of texts are laid on top of one another, cut up and modifi ed. As in the paintings that 

Oehlen made in these years, painted lines suggest connections or propose a system of coordinates. 

Fertile associations arise as images of war are placed next to pictures of naked women, symbols of 

bourgeois prosperity, and advertisements for mass-produced consumer goods, yet without these 

individual elements being brought together into a cohesive argument. Instead, these works undo 

the artistic opposition between painting and collage. In contrast to the bourgeois and contemplative 

values of painting, collage was considered to be a medium in which it was possible to express political 

engagement. The seemingly peaceful coexistence of subjects and mediums in Oehlen’s collages is a 

combative take on the political collage that was so prevalent in the early 1980s as to have become a 

cliché. Furthermore, Oehlen’s approach refl ects the readiness with which people changed their social 

and political convictions after the failure of the utopias of 1968. 

In the same gallery as these collages, Oehlen presents a new series, “Paste Paintings.” These pictures 

take up the idea of collage and cannot be aligned with any particular mode of painting. They are 

fragments and details from advertising, in which glossy, photoshopped images from product brochures, 

cartoonlike graphics, and price tags of various designs can still be clearly recognized. Yet the details that 

Oehlen extracts from this bright and colorful image-world only make sense through their arrangement 

Collages and 

Paste Paintings

“My intention is to have abstract 

paintings with the aspect 

of cheapness of bad adds, 

to activate anti-commercial 

feelings.”



and composition within his pictures. The unambiguously recognizable objects in Untitled (2013) (9) 

include a door and the leaves of a houseplant. The various elements of the collage have, however, been 

handled in such a way that the contours of the cutouts can themselves be read as objects. The outlines 

of these shapes and their contents add up to the representation of a room — one of the classical subjects 

of painting. One can recognize a fl oor made of black and white tiles, two people sitting at a table, 

and, behind them, a half-opened door. An exhibition poster is framed on the wall, which, in a surreal 

touch, opens out in turn onto a cloud-fi lled sky. Signifi cantly, the poster is publicity for an exhibition by 

the German artist Thomas Grünfeld, who is known primarily for assemblages made of felt and other 

materials including stuffed animals. One such felt collage is depicted in the poster, which Oehlen 

makes part of his own work in the medium. Painting may be technically absent in the “Paste Paintings,” 

but it is present in its historical dimension — as a still life or a view of an interior, which is to say, in the 

traditional genres of painting. Collage had attempted to establish itself in opposition to painting since 

the early twentieth century; here, in an inversion of the two mediums, collage is forced into painting. Yet 

the “Paste Paintings” can also be seen the other way around, as themselves a kind of painting, one that 

has absorbed all its enemies — among them the onslaught of banal everyday culture, advertising, and 

computer graphics — and internalized them to such an extent that painting itself disappeared entirely. 

The tension between abstraction and fi guration — one of the most contentious oppositions in twentieth-

century painting — is subjected to a programmatic investigation in the series “Tree Pictures.” All of the 

works in the series follow a strict structuring principle. Shapes develop, starting from a tree trunk and 

then branching out and ramifying, subject only to the condition that each new outgrowth must be thinner 

than the preceding one. Oehlen’s “Tree Pictures” not only follow the grammar of botany, however: they 

also reference self-imposed systems such as the twelve-tone music of Arnold Schoenberg. In Untitled 

(1988) (10), wide brown shapes continually branch out, while a layer of thin, dripping paint serves 

as either backdrop or overlay. The accumulation of brown brushstrokes can easily be recognized as a 

representation of an uprooted tree, seemingly fl oating in a fi eld of color. While viewing the work, it is 

impossible to determine whether the idea of a tree was the starting point of the picture, or whether the 

tree only emerged as a consequence of the interplay of abstract marks. Oehlen thus reveals the ways 

Tree Pictures  

“In painting, you really have 

a completely absurd way of 

going about things. You’ve got 

something three-dimensional 

reduced to two dimensions, and 

that’s abstraction. Without this 

abstraction, you’d have to try 

painting on the object itself, or 

even to become this object...”



in which modern art brings with it a history of learned viewing habits that enable us to perceive concrete 

objects in abstract forms. By bringing this double point of access into the work and deliberately leaving it 

open how it should be interpreted, Oehlen’s “Tree Pictures” are a polemical engagement with the history 

of abstract painting. Take, by way of comparison, the painter Piet Mondrian, who attempted to derive 

abstraction from natural forms at the beginning of the twentieth century. In the 1910s, he sequentially 

worked through a series of paintings in which he moved from the fi gurative representation of a tree to pure 

abstraction as the overriding principle of form. Rather than merely an iconoclastic appropriation of the 

origins of abstract art, however, Oehlen’s paintings oppose the idea of a one-way progressive development 

as implied in Mondrian’s works. Rather, they show that the path between abstraction and fi guration can be 

travelled in both directions. 

At the end of the 1980s, the references to the real world and the critical allusions to specifi c trajectories in 

the development of modern art disappear from Oehlen’s paintings. His titles lose their concrete and often 

ironic derivations. The rubric of “post-nonrepresentational painting” describes the artist’s new pictures, which 

are mounted on large panels and fi lled with many different rhetorics of painting (11). While the Abstract 

Expressionist modes of Jackson Pollock or Willem de Kooning clearly play a role, the pictorial uniformity of 

their work is here replaced by a virtually inexhaustible arsenal of various modes of artistic signifi cation. The 

oppositions between representational and nonrepresentational, fi gure and ground, color and line no longer 

hold. Painting is stretched as far as it will go through heterogeneity. Purposeful, neat brushstrokes alternate 

with smears and smudges of color, from which remainders of fi guration occasionally glimmer through or 

simple geometric forms come to the fore. Paint is applied with a paintbrush or a spray can, set down impasto 

or heavily thinned. Alongside elegant and accomplished compositions are emphatically awkward passages. 

The intermingling of all these approaches also functions metaphorically, as a layering of atmospheres and 

impressions that cannot be loosened from the whole or analyzed independently. In such an abundance, 

individual elements disappear into the whole and the gaze can hardly focus on an individual point but 

wanders across the canvas in a confusion of colors and lines: brushstrokes, drips, sketchlike markings, and 

streaks of color converge with aspects of narration, abstraction, and collage in an impenetrable thicket of 

artistic information, where every element is speaking simultaneously with and against the others. 

“What I’m trying to do is to 

paint a picture in which it 

doesn’t matter if anything is 

recognizable, but which is 

nonetheless compelling.”

Post-Nonrepresentational 

Painting 



Another characteristic of Oehlen’s strategy is that he works simultaneously on various groups of paintings. 

At the same time as the “post-nonrepresentational” works, he produced the black-and-white series 

“Computer Paintings” (12), in which painting enters the fraught environment generated by new technologies. 

At the beginning of the 1990s, computers were pushing ever further into everyday life, bringing with 

them the aesthetic of the digital image. Under the looming specter of a new “computer art” threatening to 

displace the painted picture entirely, Oehlen understood technological innovations as a challenge to art’s 

traditional medium. His response was to integrate them into painting. In the “Computer Paintings,” he took 

full advantage of the technologies available at the beginning of the era of digitally produced images. In 

1990, Oehlen bought a laptop expressly for this purpose and composed abstract paintings with simple 

keyboard commands refl ecting the technological limitations of the time. These computer-generated images 

were then enlarged as much as possible with state-of-the-art printing processes. The low resolution of 

the originals meant that the enlargement made “errors” visible, such as the staircase effect of blown-up 

pixels. Oehlen would then begin to modify the pictures using paint. Some features were straightened out or 

extended while others were added. He set down lines in various styles, painted or sprayed on, or imitating a 

computer printout with the brush. These lines approach the edges, delineate the picture plane, or coagulate 

into marks; sometimes they are thicker and sometimes more delicate. In the “Computer Paintings,” the 

digital image, taken to the limits of the possible, meets the artist’s own subjectivity. In a meticulous interplay 

of technology and the individual self in the all-over surface of the paintings, a moment of artifi ce emerges 

— which, as Oehlen would have it, creates a distance from the traditional conception of the immediacy of 

thought and action in gestural painting. In this act of distancing, painting acknowledges the processes of 

mediation, social codifi cation, and scientifi c and technological developments. 

“The plan was to be on 

the technical side of the 

avant-garde.”

Computer Paintings
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In 1997, the exuberant coloring of Oehlen’s large-format works was put on hold with a series of gray 

paintings. According to Oehlen it marked the beginning of a course of therapy intended “to increase the 

craving for colors artifi cially.” This ironic gesture of self-restraint was accompanied by the gradual re-

introduction of representation. Take, for example, Akkordeon (1997) (13), whose subject can barely be 

discerned among the broad parallel brushstrokes that stretch across the whole canvas. As if through a 

fog, one can make out the bellows of the instrument in a series of vertical strokes. Were an accordion not 

implied in the work’s title, these marks could also be understood as suggesting architectural forms. They 

are only just distinguishable from the monochrome pictorial fi eld in which they are embedded. As in Interior 

(1998) (14), fi gurative elements can be made out clearly, but they remain a surreal allusion and are not 

contextualized by their surroundings. The blurring and fuzziness in these images is an allusion to Gerhard 

Richter’s famous gray paintings modeled on black-and-white photographs, which have become the textbook 

example of painting that is fi gurative and conceptual at once. In Oehlen’s series, he is playing with the 

notion of obscuring and blurring the subjects of his paintings, the signature style with which Richter’s work 

became world famous. But while the latter implies that there are secrets hiding behind seemingly banal 

family snapshots or images of buildings — and that the task is to decipher them — Oehlen’s paintings are 

limited to fragmentary suggestion, with no deeper meanings to divulge. 

In the installation at mumok, paintings from this series are shown with the contrasting series of “Poster 

Paintings,” which Oehlen has made since 1998. If the subjects depicted in the former are shrouded in 

obscurity, the sources of the content in the latter are not hidden in the least. These computer-generated 

collages of scanned photos, graphic design, and textual elements clearly originate in the Internet, advertising, 

or computer games. In Untitled (A dormir) (2002) (15), the artist makes himself and his gallerist Max Hetzler 

Teletubby fi gures, both lying in bed; in Untitled (kill, fuck, horror, quality) (2001) (16), we see a married couple 

cheerfully embracing their daughter, whose head has been grossly deformed. The scene is accompanied by 

text in martial fonts. In the “Poster Paintings,” Oehlen is responding to a contemporary image culture in which 

computer-generated imagery is omnipresent. While the subjects of the gray paintings are obscured, their 

banality remaining hidden and subsumed in highly accomplished painting, in the “Poster Paintings” they are 

openly displayed, making the emotional triviality of images from the mass media plain for all to see. 

 “I wanted to paint still more 

intensely colorful paintings, 

and I prescribed myself 

the grey as a therapy, to 

increase the craving for colors 

artifi cially.”

Gray Paintings and 

Poster Paintings
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For the section of the exhibition on Level 4, Oehlen has made a selection of new works, all dating from 

the past few years. Accompanying a number of large drawings is a series produced between 2010 and 

2012, shown here for the fi rst time, in which Oehlen meshes together expressive painting and collaged 

elements and engineers a collision between art-historical references and the strident, trashy imagery of 

the culture industry.

In his recent work, Oehlen has again taken up the idea of collage and expanded it through painting. He 

uses pictures, slogans, and the brash wording from advertisements, which he arranges, in enormous 

size, on canvases. In English Courses (2008) (17), a poster advertising English tuition is superimposed 

over the oversized word merde. The French swearword seems a disparaging commentary on the idea 

of self-improvement implicit in the invitation to learn English. The young woman’s smiling face is one of 

the eternally interchangeable strategies of advertising; it is just as useful for selling language courses 

as washing powder. Furthermore, Oehlen makes these objects “impure” not with a paintbrush but by 

smearing paint with his fi ngers. The red of the text is daubed over the surface of the painting, the pink 

of the woman’s sweater spreads out into a cloud of pink, and the woman’s face is partially obscured 

by thick blobs of paint. Oehlen has said, “It sounds very simple, but as a painting project it turned out 

to be quite diffi cult. What I wanted was an abstract painting that seems irritated, because of the pushy 

elements of advertising. […] But at all costs I wanted to declare the pictures to be paintings, rather than 

collages. From time to time jokes came up through the interaction of two posters. But there’s no point 

looking for a statement in the content of these pictures. Their content implodes.” 

In 2012 Oehlen produced a series of drawings (18) whose enormous size approached that of his 

monumental paintings. With charcoal on white paper, he brings an entire repertoire of drawing 

techniques into play. There are sweeping lines that are drawn across the entire sheet of paper, 

fragmented forms and zones of density, areas rendered indistinct as if he had tried to correct an error. 

The well-defi ned lines are the traces of expansive bodily gestures and sudden changes in direction of 

the artist’s hand. Upon closer inspection, one sees that these fl owing lines are always accompanied 

by lines that are absolutely straight or represent geometric forms. Obviously made with the help of a 

Collage Paintings and 

Drawings  



stencil, they form small, controlled interruptions of the seemingly organic lines and arabesques that 

otherwise fi ll the paper. As moments of rational control and refl ection they relativize the personal, 

gestural style of the lines produced freehand. 

In dialogue with the large sheets of paper with their subtle and delicate lines on a white ground, Oehlen 

has hung Untitled (2011) (19) which has a monumentally enlarged passage of text across the bottom 

edge of the canvas. The way the lettering has been trimmed to fi t the canvas makes a fragment of text 

legible: the word blanc. Above it is a painted square bracket, on its side, imitating the texture of wood 

grain and set in the middle of the canvas as if it were half a picture frame. The text and the painted 

frame determine the symmetrical structure of the pictorial fi eld; layered over them is informal, gestural 

painting. Painted streaks and lines create interference in the symmetrical composition, swirling around 

the painted wooden frame, sullying the text and the white canvas. They give rise to freestanding islands 

or even choreographed formations that fl oat in the foremost plane of the picture. The painted aspects 

of the work draw attention again and again to such details as the material properties of the paint or 

the mode of its application — even if it can at times diffuse into formless scrawls. Paint is applied with 

a brush or with the fi ngers; it is smeared over the canvas, drips down, agglomerates into thick marks, 

or expands into cloudlike shapes. In some places, one can even make out how the artist has used 

all the fi ngers of one hand. In this painting, Oehlen blurs the distinction between intentionality and 

chance, childlike scribbling, uncontrolled movements, and consciously applied techniques of artistic 

expressivity. Among the places where “impurity” is deliberately inserted is also the “perfect”-looking 

splash of paint in the last letter of the word blanc, which seems to fl oat between the surface 

of the painting and an imaginary depth. 

“It is always about the 

organization of everything 

that happens in the picture, in 

this four-sided shape, taking 

into consideration both the 

narrative and the antinarrative 

aspects and the way things 

are done.”



The letters DADA stretch programmatically across the entire lower edge of Untitled (2011) (20). 

Established in reaction to the disaster of World War 1, Dadaism was a form of art that rejected 

everything rationally composed and played a carnivalesque game with chance and meaninglessness. 

Not least for this reason, Dada took a confrontational position vis-à-vis painting, which was considered 

the epitome of a bourgeois and contemplative culture. Rendering DADA in enormous lettering, Oehlen 

brings this polemical attack into the picture — and confronts it with painting. With constant shifts 

between dramatic compositional decisions, sharp contrasts between colors, and seemingly arbitrary 

smears of paint, Oehlen is playing an intricate game with the history of expressive painting. The word 

DADA, across which paint drips down to the bottom edge of the canvas, insistently confronts painting 

with the vicissitudes of the medium’s history. These include its often proclaimed end, its outdated claim 

to representation, and the trope of painting as the expression of the emancipated self — but also the 

fact of its continued existence to the present day. 
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